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Class of work

1. ALL

Since my time is short, I propose that ALL classes of copyrighted works should be exempted, to effect a pendulum swing in the opposite direction from what the authors of this legislation want.

I used to be able to make archival copies of the electronic content (any and all) that I purchased to avoid having to repurchase it again due to the fragile media being used to contain my purchased content. Now, not only is that ability being taken away, but even conversing about ways to copy the content is being made “actionable”.

Would Thomas Jefferson sign such legislation? NO. Nor will I. I will contact my representatives directly, independently from this method, to express my disappointment in their "spineless" and "milktost" defense of our First Amendment rights. How is this democracy when paid thugs (lobbyists) cooerce the representatives of the PEOPLE to support legislation that the majority of "WE THE PEOPLE" probably DO NOT SUPPORT?